Assignment problem is a special case of Transportation problem. It is actually a minimizing model that assigns numbers of people with equal number of jobs, henceforth, minimizing the corresponding costs. In this paper an introduction is given to "New Improved Ones Assignment" which is a path to making an assignment problem. Earlier H. Gamel also brought to light the drawbacks of One assignment method. Our improvement to the Ones assignment method, leads to comparatively brief computation time and more convenient and strong codes. It also overcomes the drawbacks as mentioned previously
Introduction
The assignment method helps in picking the "Task" and matching with the most appropriate "Agent", which can give most efficient outcome. It was first pre-sented by Votaw and Ordenin [1] in 1952. Application of the assignment model are numerous and widespread in our daily life. It is not just limited to assignment jobs to employees or machines; its scope is wide spread. Presently, in the literature, we have used four methods for solving assignment problem. They are Simplex method, Enumeration method, Transportation method and Hungarian method. Among them all, Hungarian Method turns out to be the best. In the past; many researchers already have worked with this method. Basirzadh [ 2 ] worked and developed a Hungarian like method knows as Ones Assignment method which maximizes or minimizes the objective function. Muley and Ghadhe [ 3 ] presented a new step in Basirzadeh's method and hence named it revised Ones assignment method. H. Gamel [4] also brought to light the drawbacks of One assignment method with some modification. Although these algorithms [2] [3] [4] are efficient in general, they possess drawbacks which can lead to poor performance. In this study, improved version of the Ones Assignment method will be present to attain an exact optimal solution. Besides, the proposed algorithm will overcomes the drawbacks as indicated by H. Gamel [4] 
THE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
Suppose there are n-jobs for a factory and has n-machines to process those jobs. A
is assumed to incur a cost ij c . The assignment is to be made in such a way that each job can be associated with one and only one machine. Determine an assignment of jobs to machines so as to minimize the overall cost. We can define We can assign one job to each machine, 
Mathematical Formula of Ones Assignment Method
Ones Assignment method in detail is described in [2] .In short, in ones assignment method, we suppose that row r of the cost matrix id divided by  , where 
New Improved Ones Assignment Method
In this section, we proposed a new improved Ones assignment method to solve the assignment problem. The proposed Algorithm is different from previously reported algorithms. The proposed improved Ones assignment algorithm overcomes the drawbacks of old algorithms and outperforms them by a considerable margin. .
The new algorithm is as follows.
Working
Step
Step 1
In an assignment problem, find and write the sum of elements of each row on the right hand side of the cost matrix. Identify the minimum sum among them. Divide each sum of th i rows of the matrix by minimum sum. Let this dividend be. If
, then proceeds to step 3, otherwise step 2.
Step 2 Theorem: "If a number is added to or subtracted from all the entries of any row or column of a cost matrix, then an optimal assignment for the resulting cost matrix is also an optimal assignment for the original cost matrix." [5] By using this theorem we added or subtract a number to any row, so that all values will become smaller than 2.
Step 3
In new cost(profit) matrix, find the minimum(maximum) element of each row(say 
Step 4
In a minimization (maximization) case, find the minimum (maximum) element of each row in the new assignment matrix and divide each element of th i row of the matrix by i a .
Step 5 Draw the minimum number of lines to cover all the ones of the matrix. If the number of drawn is lines less than n, then the complete assignment is not possible, while if the number of lines is exactly equal to n, then the complete assignment is obtained.
If a complete assignment program is not possible by using this step, then select the smallest (largest) element (say) out of those which do not lie on any of the lines in the above matrix. Then divide by ij d each element of the uncovered rows or columns, which ij d lies on it. This operation creates some new ones to this row or column.
Steps (3) (4) (5) are actually same as discussed in [2] Same Priority rule, non square matrix rule and zero entry rule, as described in [2] and [4] respectively, can be applied on new improved ones assignment method Example 1: Consider an assignment problem with 4 jobs, assign to four machines so that the cost is minimized. Ones Assignment Method fails to get an optimal solution of this assignment problem as discussed in [4] Step 1 gives us. 
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Conclusion
In this study, improved version of the Ones Assignment method has been presented to attain an exact optimal solution. The proposed Algorithm is different from previously reported algorithms in a number of ways. The proposed improved Ones Assignment Algorithm overcomes the drawbacks of old algorithms and outperforms them by a considerable margin. Despite having a number of new features, the new improved Ones assignment algorithm is fast, efficient and is equally suitable for different types of assignment problem
